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ABSTRACT Transcription factor (TF) proteins rapidly locate unique target sites on long genomic DNA molecules—and bind to
them—during gene regulation. The search mechanism is known to involve a combination of three-dimensional diffusion through
the bulk of the cell and one-dimensional sliding diffusion along the DNA. It is believed that the surprisingly high target binding rates
of TF proteins relies on conformational ﬂuctuations of the protein between a mobile state that is insensitive to the DNA sequence
and an immobile state that is sequence-sensitive. Since TFs are not able to consume free energy during their search to obtainDNA
sequence information, the Second Law of Thermodynamics must impose a strict limit on the efﬁciency of passive search
mechanisms. In this article, we use a simple model for the protein conformational ﬂuctuations to obtain the shortest binding time
consistentwith thermodynamics. Thebinding time isminimized if the spectrumof conformational ﬂuctuations that take place during
thesearch is impedance-matched to the large-scale conformational change that takesplaceat the target site. For parameter values
appropriate for bacterial TF, thisminimumbinding time iswithin anorder-of-magnitudeof a limiting binding timecorresponding toan
idealized protein with instant target recognition. Numerical estimates suggest that typical bacteria operate in this regime of
optimized conformational ﬂuctuations.
INTRODUCTION
The ability of bacteria to respondwithinminutes to changes in
their environment relies on genetic switches that are con-
trolled by transcription factors (TFs). TFs are proteins
that—after activation by an environmental change—are able
to locate a speciﬁc region (the operator sequence) along the
bacterial genome and bind to it, thereby regulating the ex-
pression of a gene (or group of genes) adjacent to that region
(1,2). The number of copies of a TF protein associated with a
speciﬁc gene varies, but typically it is in the range of 102,
corresponding to a concentration in the range of 0.1 mM.
Because bacterial genomes have a size in the range of 107
sites, a TFmust be able to scan the DNA for the target site at a
rate of 105 sites per second or faster to at least one of them to
reach the target site within seconds. Note that following the
search for the target site, the TF still has to bind to the target
site to regulate the expression of the gene.
A series of classical articles on the search process (2–4)
culminated in the work of Berg et al. (5,6) and von Hippel and
Berg (7) who showed—for the canonical case of the lac re-
pressor protein of the bacterium E. coli—that the search
process takes place not by straightforward three-dimensional
diffusion to the target binding site but rather by a slide-jump
combination of one-dimensional diffusional sliding along the
DNA chain alternating with three-dimensional diffusional
jumps between differentDNA segments. By restricting part of
the search to the one-dimensional target space, the binding
rate is effectively enhanced with respect to a pure three-
dimensional search, while the three-dimensional jumps re-
duce the repetitive visits to the same sites that characterize
purely one-dimensional diffusive searches. This scenario is
made possible by a modest, nonspeciﬁc electrostatic afﬁnity
between the TF and duplex DNA. More recently, one-
dimensional diffusional sliding on DNA was directly ob-
served in singlemolecule experiments (8–10). Berg et al. (5,6)
and von Hippel and Berg (7) also provided evidence that,
under physiological conditions, the search time has a mini-
mum with respect to the strength of this nonspeciﬁc afﬁnity,
which may be the result of evolutionary optimization under
selective pressure. Subsequent structural studies (11) have
shown that the DNA-binding domains of the lac repressor are
subject to strong conformational ﬂuctuationswhen the protein
is in contact with nonoperator DNA. If the binding domain is
in contact with operator sequence DNA, then the protein can
undergo a large-scale conformational change to a stable
structure with direct contacts between the amino-acid side
chains and the DNA bases.
It would seem obvious that the delay time between acti-
vation and binding of a TF to the operator sequence (i.e.,
binding time) is minimized by maximizing the one-dimen-
sional diffusion constant D1. However, simply increasing the
transport rate will impair the accuracy, or ﬁdelity, with which
the protein can distinguish a right from a wrong site. Spe-
ciﬁcally, if the binding of a TF to the target site is charac-
terized by a certain rate V, then the protein is likely to
overshoot the target site if the jump rate D1/a
2 between sites,
with a the spacing between protein binding sites, is large
compared to V. Similar conﬂicts between process speed and
process ﬁdelity are familiar from DNA duplication and
transcription where increased reaction rates increase the
number of duplication and transcription errors.
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The search mechanism is known to involve a combination
of three-dimensional diffusion through the bulk of the cell
and one-dimensional sliding diffusion along the DNA. It is
believed that the surprisingly high target binding rates of TF
proteins relies on conformational ﬂuctuations of the protein
between a mobile state that is insensitive to the DNA se-
quence and an immobile state that is sequence-sensitive.
Since TFs are not able to consume free energy during their
search to obtain DNA sequence information, the Second Law
of Thermodynamics must impose a strict limit on the efﬁ-
ciency of passive search mechanisms.
Slutsky and Mirny (12) proposed that conformational
ﬂuctuations of the protein could ease the conﬂict between
speed and ﬁdelity. If some conformations of the TF are
sensitive to the DNA sequence while others are characterized
by rapid transport, then the TFs might be able to scan the
genome efﬁciently by appropriately ﬂipping between the two
types of conformations. The mechanism proposed by Slutsky
and Mirny would be easy to envision for an active searcher,
which spends free energy to gather information from the
underlying DNA sequence and uses it to decide when it has to
switch from the sliding mode to the recognition mode.
However, TF proteins do not hydrolyze ATP or consume
other forms of free energy during their search. It thus would
seem that the Slutsky and Mirny mechanism requires TF
proteins to act as Maxwellian Demons, able to gather infor-
mation without expending free energy, but this is not per-
mitted by the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The Second
Law of Thermodynamics is, therefore, expected to impose a
rigorous limit on the search efﬁciency of passive searchers.
The aim of this article is to analyze how close this mechanism
can approach limits of search efﬁciency imposed by funda-
mental principles of thermodynamics. We will address this
question by examining a simple model for the conformational
ﬂuctuations, similar to that of Slutsky and Mirny (12), where
the TF is allowed to adopt only two conformations (1 and)
when in contact with nonoperator DNA. Since the binding of
TF to DNA involves a signiﬁcant deformation of the double
helix, the 1 and states should be interpreted as states of a
joint protein-DNA complex. For brevity, we will continue to
refer to ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘’’ as states of the protein. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, in the 1state, the protein is less ordered and only
loosely associated with the DNA while it can slide along the
DNA chain. In the state, the protein is more ordered,
closely associated with the DNA and immobile. A speciﬁc
realization of a conformational ﬂuctuation spectrum of this
type was recently discussed for the Ets-DNA system (13). If
the TF is in contact with the target operator sequence then, in
addition to these two states, it also can undergo an irrevers-
ible conformational transition from the state to the fully
ordered ﬁnal bound state. We will show that the shortest
possible binding time in this model is controlled by a di-
mensionless binding rate v[Vab=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pKD1D3
p
; with D3 the
protein diffusion coefﬁcient in bulk solution,D1 the diffusion
coefﬁcient for one-dimensional transport along the DNA in
the 1state, K the equilibrium constant for the nonspeciﬁc
protein-DNA interaction, and b the DNA-protein capture
radius (more precisely, b is deﬁned as the radius of a cylinder
surrounding the DNA duplex such that a protein will be
captured by the DNA, for example by electrostatic attraction,
if the center of the protein is located inside the cylinder). If the
dimensionless binding rate is comparable to one—or larger
than one—then we can show that, for a particular value of the
energy difference DE6 between the 1 and conformations,
the binding time can approach an absolute lower bound that
corresponds to proteins having inﬁnitely fast ﬁnal binding
rates. In other words, if the internal degrees of freedom of the
protein in the sliding state are properly matched to the ﬁnal
binding rate, then the binding time of a TF can approach the
shortest possible value allowed by thermodynamics provided
the dimensionless binding rate is sufﬁciently large.
To demonstrate these claims, assume a cell of volume V
containing a DNA genome of length L. The cell also contains
a certain (low) concentration c of TF proteins that can bind
reversibly and nonspeciﬁcally to the DNA. A protein whose
center is located inside a cylindrical tube of radius b sur-
rounding the duplex DNA will be assumed to be nonspecif-
ically associated with the DNA. The fraction f of the total
cell volume occupied by the tube is of the order of Lb2/V.
There is also a single target site on the strand where the TF
can bind irreversibly. We start by applying a fundamental
theorem (14), which—in terms of our model—states that the
mean waiting time for irreversible occupation of the target
site, the quantity of interest to us, is equal to the inverse of a
steady-state diffusion current of a different problem, namely
one where the target site is replaced by a protein sink that
constantly absorbsstate TF located at the target site at a rate
V, while the protein concentration far from the target site is
FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the model. A protein moving
diffusively through the cell volume (a) is adsorbed on genomic DNA (b)
where it adopts one of two conformations:1 and. In the1conformation it
is loosely associated with the DNA and can move by one-dimensional
diffusion along the DNA chain (b) while in the conformation (c) it is
tightly associated with the DNA and is immobile. After returning to the
1state, it restarts the sliding motion. The protein also can desorb from the
chain (d) and return to three-dimensional diffusive motion. After a number
of such cycles, the protein lands in the antenna region within a distance l of
the target binding site (e). After reaching the target site by one-dimensional
diffusion it can undergo a large-scale irreversible conformational transition
to the ﬁnal bound state if it is in the state (f).
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maintained at a certain ﬁxed value c3(N). The steady-state
diffusion current, denoted by J3D, into the target site for this
second problem can be obtained from straightforward solu-
tion of the diffusion equation, which leads to the well-known
Smoluchowski relation for the reaction rate of diffusion-
limited chemical reactions:
J3D ’ 4pD3c3ðNÞj: (1)
Following Hu et al. (15), the effective target radius is deﬁned
as the radius of a sphere, surrounding the target site, that
determines a crossover regime such that far outside the
sphere adsorption of proteins onto the DNA chain is in
equilibrium with evaporation of protein from the DNA chain
while deep inside the sphere the absorption rate exceeds the
evaporation rate. For the case of TF obeying slide-skip
transport as in Berg et al. (5,6) and von Hippel and Berg
(7), the size of this target sphere is determined by the
condition that if a protein lands on a DNA segment inside
the target sphere, after a three-dimensional diffusion step,
then it typically reaches the target sink by pure one-dimen-
sional diffusion where it gets absorbed before there is a
chance for it to evaporate and leave the DNA. The length l of
DNA chain inside this target sphere—referred to as the
antenna length—in general depends on the spatial organiza-
tion of the genome. We will assume here the simple case of a
straight genome, with j of ;l.
Our assumption that the antenna is straight is justiﬁed by
the fact that the antenna length l will turn out to be shorter
than the DNA persistence length, which is close to 50 nm. If
the antenna length would have exceeded the persistence
length, then DNA conformation ﬂuctuations would play an
important role, and intersegmental transfer and Levi-ﬂight
transport would have to be considered. For a discussion of
this more general case, see the literature (15–17).
Assuming the antenna is straight, its length has to be de-
termined self-consistently but ﬁrst we must establish a rela-
tion between c3(N) and the actual protein concentration c.
Far outside the target sphere the DNA-protein system is,
by assumption, nearly in local thermal equilibrium, so one
can determine the concentrations of adsorbed and free pro-
teins purely from equilibrium considerations. If one views the
association of the TF with DNA as a simple chemical reac-
tion, then the concentration c˜ðNÞ of proteins adsorbed
nonspeciﬁcally on the DNA and the concentration c3(N) of
free proteins must be related to the reaction volume fractionf
by the Law of Mass Action for dilute chemical systems in
thermodynamic equilibrium,
c3ðNÞf
c˜ðNÞ ’ K; (2)
with f  1. The nonspeciﬁc protein-DNA equilibrium
constant K depends strongly on the salt concentration (14),
and other thermodynamic parameters, but it is independent
of the protein and DNA concentrations. Since c ¼
c3ðNÞ1c˜ðNÞ; the concentrations of free and adsorbed pro-
teins are now determined but it will be useful to replace the
bulk concentration c˜ðNÞ of adsorbed proteins by the one-
dimensional concentration c1ðNÞ ’ b2c˜ðNÞ=f; the number
of adsorbed proteins per unit length of DNA far from the
target site. Solving for c1(N) and c3(N) gives c1ðNÞ ’
cb2=Kð11f=KÞ and c3ðNÞ ’ c=ð11f=KÞ; still for f 1.
Deep inside the target sphere, the system is not in thermal
equilibrium, with the adsorption rate of proteins from the
bulk solution to the DNA exceeding the evaporation rate. The
difference is matched by a one-dimensional diffusion current
J1D along the DNA chain toward the target site. To estimate
this one-dimensional diffusional transport, note that if the
interconversion rate between the1 andstates is sufﬁciently
rapid, then their respective occupancies can be approximated
by the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution. The effective
one-dimensional diffusion constant for transport along the
chain—which we will denote by D˜1—is then proportional to
the Boltzmann probability p(1) to ﬁnd the protein in the
1state. If m[ expðDE6=kBTÞ; then p(1)¼ m/(11 m) and
D˜1 ’ D1m=ð11mÞ. Similarly, the effective target-site bind-
ing rate V˜ is, under these same conditions, proportional to the
probability p() ¼ 1  p(1) to ﬁnd the protein in the state
and V˜ ’ V=ð11mÞ.
Let c1(0) be the one-dimensional concentration at the tar-
get site. If the ﬁnal binding rate were inﬁnitely fast, then c1(0)
would be zero but, because of the overshoot effect, this is no
longer the case. If we view the surface of the target sphere as a
matching region between the asymptotic regions far from the
sink where the one-dimensional concentration approaches
c1(N) and the region deep inside the target sphere near the
sink where the one-dimensional concentration approaches
c1(0), then we can estimate the one-dimensional concentra-
tion gradient as ½c1ðNÞ  c1ð0Þ=l. It follows that the one-
dimensional diffusion current toward the sink equals
J1D ’ D˜1c1ðNÞ  c1ð0Þ
l
: (3)
The number of proteins absorbed per second by the sink
itself, Js, is ;ac1ð0ÞV˜; with a the spacing between protein
binding sites. Conservation of the number of proteins re-
quires the three currents J3D, J1D, and Js to be equal to each
other (6), so
J3D ¼ J1D ¼ Js: (4)
Equating the one-dimensional diffusion current with the sink
current allows us to eliminate c1(0) with the result:
J1D ’ D˜1c1ðNÞ
l
V˜
V˜1 D˜1=al
 
: (5)
The factor in front of the square brackets is the diffusion
current in the absence of overshoot. The importance of
overshoot is thus determined by the dimensionless number
alV˜=D˜1. Since l
2=D˜1 is the typical time spent by a protein
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diffusing along the antenna, it follows that al=D˜1 is the
typical time spent near the target site so alV˜=D˜1 is the product
of the typical time spent near the target site with the effective
absorption rate. The term inside the square brackets can then
be understood as the probability for a protein in the antenna
region to be trapped by the target.
We have been assuming that the energy difference be-
tween 1 and states, or m, does not depend on the DNA
sequence. The effects of sequence-dependent, one-dimen-
sional transport are discussed in the literature (18,19).
Equating the one-dimensional and three-dimensional cur-
rents provides us with a self-consistency condition that de-
termines both the size of the antenna length l and the reaction
rate. Solving for l using Eqs. 1 and 5 and using c1ðNÞ=
c3ðNÞ ’ b2=K gives the antenna length:
l ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b
2
K
D˜1
4pD3
1
D˜1
2V˜a
 2s
 D˜1
2V˜a
: (6)
The maximum value, lN ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2D1=4pKD3
p
; is reached for
inﬁnite V and inﬁnite m.
It will be helpful to express the binding rate J3D ’
4pD3c3ðNÞj in dimensionless units as A [ J3D/(4pD3ca),
with 4pD3ca the Smoluchowski limiting rate of a con-
ventional three-dimensional diffusive search for an ab-
sorber target of radius a (the spacing between binding sites),
so A can be viewed as a reaction ampliﬁcation or en-
hancement factor. This enhancement factor can be ex-
pressed as a simple function of the dimensionless binding
rate v ¼ Vab= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpKD1D3p and the Boltzmann factor m ¼
expðDE6=kBTÞ:
Aðv;mÞ ’ AN1
v
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
v
2 m
11m
1m2
r
 m
 
: (7)
Here AN ¼ ðb=aÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
KD1=4pD3
p
=ðK1fÞ is the maximum
value of the enhancement factor, corresponding to l ¼ lN
with bothm andV inﬁnite. Wewill examine the ampliﬁcation
factor A(v, m) as a function of the nonspeciﬁc equilibrium
constant K and the occupation ratio m of the 1 state and
state, rather than v and m, because these are physical
parameters characterizing the interaction between the TF and
the DNA that are expected to be sensitive to speciﬁc point
mutations of the TF amino-acid sequence through their
exponential dependence on binding and activation energies.
The contour lines of constant A as a function of K and m in
Fig. 2 show that there is a single, rather shallow maximum.
This maximum is also seen in the lower inset of the same
ﬁgure, where A is plotted againstm at constant optimalK. The
physical origin behind the maximum of Awith respect toK is,
as discussed earlier, the fact that a combination of one-
dimensional and three-dimensional diffusion minimizes the
search time. By contrast, the maximum of A as a function ofm
at mopt ¼ ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
112v
p  1Þ=2 is surprising because it might
have been expected that for sufﬁciently long DNA, location
of the target site always should be the rate-limiting step, in
which case the optimal choice for m would be inﬁnite since
that maximizes the effective one-dimensional diffusion con-
stant D˜1 ¼ D1m=ð11mÞ. It can be shown that the maximum
FIGURE 2 Contour plots of the transport enhancement
factor A as a function of the equilibrium constant K and the
occupation probability ratio m of the 1 over –states for
D1 ¼ 109 cm2/s, D3 ¼ 33 107 cm2/s, a ¼ 0.34 nm, b ¼
5 nm, f ¼ 0.01, and V ¼ 3 3 103 Hz. There is a shallow
maximum at;m¼ 0.1 and K¼ 103. The ratio of the trans-
port enhancement factor at this maximum, Aopt, and the
thermodynamic limiting enhancement factor, AN, equals
0.193. (Upper inset) Dependence of the ratio Aopt/AN on the
dimensionless binding rate v. (Lower inset) Enhancement
factor A against m at the value of K corresponding to the
maximum of the main ﬁgure.
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with respect to m actually is a form of impedance matching
with the effective resistance of the one-dimensional diffusion
search matched with the effective resistance of the binding
process.
If m adopts the optimal value mopt ¼ ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
112v
p  1Þ=2;
then the ratio Aopt/AN of the optimal rate ampliﬁcation factor
and its maximum value is a function only of the dimen-
sionless rate v:
AoptðvÞ
AN
¼ 1 1
v
ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
11 2v
p
 1Þ: (8)
We thus are ﬁnding that the optimized ampliﬁcation factor
only depends on the system parameters in the form of the
dimensionless combination v ¼ Vab= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpKD1D3p . The
physical meaning of this key quantity becomes more trans-
parent if we write it in the form v ¼ Vt, where t ¼
ab=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pKD1D3
p
has the dimension of time. This timescale
can be interpreted in the following way. The escape of a TF
from DNA requires both release of the nonspeciﬁc bond
between the protein and the DNA and three-dimensional
diffusion out of the capture zone surrounding the DNA
strand. IfD3/b
2 is the attempt rate for the escape, then KD3/b
2
is the corresponding Arrhenius escape rate, with K the
dissociation equilibrium constant. We thus can view b2/
KD3 as the duration of an uninterrupted one-dimensional
search tour. During each tour, the protein covers a distance of
;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D1b2=KD3
p
by one-dimensional diffusion. Therefore, the
time a protein spends on a given DNA site, including the
target site, is;ab=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
KD1D3
p
; which is just our timescale t. It
follows that, if vt is large compared to one, then the time
spent by the protein on the target site is sufﬁciently long to
practically guarantee capture. On the other hand, if vt is
small compared to one, then the protein is likely to overshoot
the target site, and has to make many passes across the target
before capture takes place. We thus indeed should expect a
signiﬁcant change in the capture efﬁciency when vt is ;1.
The dependence of Aopt/AN on v is shown in the upper
inset of Fig. 2: Aopt is of the same order of magnitude as the
theoretical limit AN already for modest values of v. This
demonstrates our central claim: it is possible for the overall
binding rate of a TF to approach the theoretical limiting value
but only by a suitable choice of m, and only if the dimen-
sionless binding rate v is of ;1, or .1.
Are these two conditions realistic for typical TF? Typical
values for the diffusion constants of bacterial TF are, ac-
cording to the literature (8–10), D1  109 cm2/s and D3 
3 3 107 cm2/s. We can estimate the protein-DNA reaction
volume fraction f for E. coli by assuming it to be comparable
to the DNA volume fraction (;1% within cell volume of the
order of 1 cubic micrometer). The equilibrium constant can
then be determined from the relation c3ðNÞ ’ c=ð11f=KÞ
and the fact that it is known that ;10% of the lac repressor
proteins of E. coli are in solution (20), which means that K
must be ;103. If we assume a to be equal to the basepair
spacing 0.34 nm, and estimate b as 5 nm, then the dimen-
sionless binding rate v is ;104V with the binding rate V
expressed in Hz. A large-scale protein conformational
change typically involves millisecond-to-microsecond time-
scales, from which it follows that v must lie in the range of
0.1–100. Note, from Fig. 2 that the optimal value for K is
close to 103 for V in the kHz range. We conclude that the
second condition can be satisﬁed under typical conditions.
Next, the optimal occupation ratio mopt ¼ ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
112v
p  1Þ=2
is in the range of 0.1–10 for v in the range of 0.1–100. The
corresponding optimal energy differenceDE6 between the1
and –states is then in the range of a few kBT, with DE6
positive for v, 4 but negative for v . 4. In either case, the
structure of optimized TF bound to nonoperator DNA should
be subject to strong thermal ﬂuctuations. As we saw, this is
indeed the case of the lac repressor (11), while a recent
modeling study of the Ets-DNA system arrives at the same
conclusion (13). The ﬁrst condition can thus be satisﬁed as
well under reasonable conditions. Finally, the measured lac
repressor binding rates (5–7) are comparable to the limiting
rate imposed by thermodynamics. We conclude that, under
reasonable conditions, the binding rate of TF proteins can be
of the same order of magnitude as the thermodynamically
imposed limiting rate if the energy spectrum of conforma-
tional ﬂuctuations is determined, under selective pressure, by
minimization of the overall binding time.
APPENDIX: OPTIMAL SEARCHES ON
COILED GENOMES
The above results were derived assuming that the antenna was straight. The
role of coiled DNA conformation in the slide-jump search process was
addressed systematically, for a variety of DNA conformations, in Berg et al.
(6). The goal of this Appendix is to see how the optimization with respect to
m is implemented for coiled DNA conformations and, simultaneously, to
demonstrate that the assumption of a straight antenna is justiﬁed in most
physiological conditions.
The starting point is to consider the relation between antenna size, j, and
antenna length along DNA, l. For a straight antenna, j ¼ l, while for a
Gaussian coiled antenna, j ’ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃplp ; where p is effective Kuhn segment of
DNA, usually p  100 nm. In the general case, we can write j ’ ‘ðl=‘Þn;
with arbitrary power n, 0 , n , 1, and with suitably deﬁned characteristic
length ‘. We note in passing that ‘ is not necessarily equal to the Kuhn
segment p for instance, for the wormlike chain with excluded volume n 
3/5 and ‘  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpdp ; where d is the chain thickness.
In the arbitrary n-case, it turns out that there is still a single dimensionless
criteria, which generalizes v, and which can be written in the form
vn ¼ vðb2D1=‘24pKD3Þð1nÞ=ð2ð11nÞÞ. Using as before the equations J3D ¼
J1D¼ Js (4), but with a more general relation between j and l, one can obtain
the following equation for the normalized enhancement factor a ¼ A/AN:
a
11n
n 1
2m
vn
a ¼ m
11m
: (9)
In the old case of a straight antenna, n ¼ 1, this equation is quadratic and its
solution is Eq. 7. In the general case this equation does not allow explicit
solution, but we can still address optimization with respect to m. It can be
shown in a few lines of algebra that the optimized value of a ¼ aopt[ Aopt/
AN satisﬁes the equation
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a
11n
2n
opt1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2aopt
vn
r
¼ 1; (10)
which reproduces Eq. 8 if n ¼ 1, and which in general yields the following
asymptotics:
aopt ’
1 2n
11 n
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
vn
r
when vn  1
vn
2
1 2 vn
2
 11n
2n
2
64
3
75 when vn  1 :
8>>><
>>>:
(11)
Qualitatively, this is essentially the same behavior as illustrated in the upper
inset of Fig. 2.
In the light of these results, we can now provide a more speciﬁc
justiﬁcation for the assumption of straight antenna which we used in the
main text. For instance, for the in vitro situation of DNA in solution, DNA is
straight (n ¼ 1) at length scales up to about Kuhn segment p  100 nm and
becomes a Gaussian coil (n ¼ 1/2) at larger length scales:
j ’ l; or n ¼ 1 when l, pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lp
p
; or n ¼ 1=2; ‘ ¼ p when l. p :
	
(12)
Therefore, once we analyzed the straight antenna (n ¼ 1) case and optimized
the enhancement factor with respect to m, we should check that the optimal
antenna length is shorter than p. Omitting algebra, this yields the condition
ð11v ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ11 2vp Þ=v, ðp=bÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4pKD3=D1p . Similarly, once we have opti-
mized the enhancement for n¼ 1/2, we should check that the optimal antenna
length is longer than p. This condition upon some algebra leads to exactly the
opposite inequality ð11v ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ11 2vp Þ=v. ðp=bÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4pKD3=D1p . Thus,
there is a smooth crossover between these two regimes. Given that the
left-hand side of these two inequalities is a monotonically growing function
of v which approaches unity at very large v, we arrive at the conclusion that
the optimal antenna might become a Gaussian coil if and only if
ðp=bÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4pKD3=D1p , 1. It is not difﬁcult to see the physical meaning of
this inequality: the average number of desorption events while diffusing one
Kuhn length should be less than unity. Taking the typical numbers (p ¼ 100
nm, b ¼ 5 nm, D3 ¼ 3 3 107 cm2/s, D1 ¼ 109 cm2/s), we see that
ðp=bÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4pKD3=D1p  103 ﬃﬃﬃﬃKp ; which means the optimal antenna can be-
come Gaussian only when K& 106. Since values of K below this threshold
are unlikely, the optimal antenna—no matter how big is v—is typically
shorter than the Kuhn segment, thus justifying our assumption in the main
text that the antenna is more or less straight.
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